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• Some drivers for a specific focus on electrotechnical standardization

� Most electrotechnical equipment and materials currently imported into Africa

� Assurance of compliance largely relies on foreign-based testing and certification

� Paucity  of skills in anyone country to cover all relevant electrotechnical fields

� Needs to develop pool of informed purchasers and users of electrotechnical 

standards

� “Standardization proceeds development ”

� Integration of national and regional power networks/power trading –support for pan-

African infrastructure projects [PIDA]

� Universal access to modern energy for all African citizens (SDGs)
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The size of Africa implies 
massive needs and 
opportunities for electrical 
infrastructure development 
– requiring appropriate 
standards

AND

In excess of 600 million 
Africans waiting for access 
to electricity and electrical 
appliances conforming to 
appropriate standards



QUALITY FOR AFRICA End use of electricity  – safety is a priority

Appropriate standards adopted uniformly in 

technical regulations and effective inspection 

and conformity assessment are essential



QUALITY FOR AFRICA Development of pan-African electricity grid

The interconnections between African 
power pools now being established 
and being planned will result in an 
interconnected  pan- African grid 
firmly connected to the European grid 

Agreement on operational and 
network system standards are 
essential, while taking account of 21st

century ‘smart-grid’ opportunities

AFSEC provides guidance on the 
standards to be adopted as best 
practice 

Where relevant, the standards so 
recommended to be referenced in the 
Grid Codes of power pools and their 
members
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AFSEC - A BRIEF HISTORY

Established in Accra, February 2008 – Decision of African 
Ministers of Energy

Subsidiary body of the African Energy Commission

General structure and statutes modelled on IEC and 
CENELEC

Ten founding members

Cooperation agreements with IEC, CENELEC, DKE -
Germany, SAC – China

MoU with African Regional Standards Organisation
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Progress on AFSEC thus far

• 7 technical committees mirroring the work of IEC TCs

o Direct or indirect support for AU strategic plan

• Recommendations of some 140 standards 
(predominantly IEC; one EN) approved for common 
adoption

• First application guide published - application of 
standards for rural electrification

• Several capacity building workshops on IEC conformity 
assessment systems held

• AFSEC conformity assessment committee inaugurated in 
2014

• Two Africa Smart Grid forums held (Abidjan 2014, Cairo 
2016)

• AFSEC database  – electrotechnical standards and 
laboratories in Africa
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First guide developed by a 
project team under AFSEC 
TC 82. 

Support of PTB and DKE 
Germany acknowledged

Released at Fifth General 
Assembly,  March 2016

Guide for application of 
standards for rural 
electrification in Africa

Application guides
To be developed by the AFSEC TCs with input and support from  
partner organization



QUALITY FOR AFRICA AFSEC Technical Committees

Currently each mirrors the work of one or more IEC committees

• ATC 8 System aspects of electrical energy 

• ATC13  Electrical energy measurement and load control

• ATC 31 Equipment for use in explosive atmospheres

• ATC 57 Power system management and data exchange

• ATC 64 Electrical installations and safety

• ATC 77 Electromagnetic compatibility

• ATC 82 Solar Photovoltaic systems and rural electrification

• Each has developed a Strategic business plan and work programmes, 

mainly focussed, currently, on recommending existing standards for 

common adoption by members 16
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AFSEC in the context of the 

African Union Commission
• The African Electrotechnical Standardisation Commission (AFSEC) was established 

in February 2008, mandated by the Conference of African Ministers of Energy, as a 

subsidiary body of the African Energy Commission

• It was subsequently acknowledged by the African Commission for Trade and 

Industry as one of the four pillars that comprise the Pan African Quality Infrastructure 

(PAQI)
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AFSEC’s Main contribution to the AU Sectors 

Agriculture 

Infrastructure , 

Transport & 

Energy

Environmental & 

Natural 

Resources

Health 

Trade & Industry 

Accurate 

measurement 

Harmonization of 

Standards 

Adoption of Standards

Confidence in

• Testing 

• Calibration 

• Certification

• Inspection

Through Accreditation

Training 

Research and innovation 

Education 

Ede

Calibration ,

Certification, Inspection 

Agro food and agriculture

programmes of CAADP & 

3ADI

Electric Power sector

Power trade 

Renewable energy/SE4ALL

Mining Industry
Air & water quality

Land use 

Climate Change

Pharmaceutical Industry

Traditional Medicine 

Medical  devices 

Support to SMEs

Reduction of Trade barriers 

Africa Trade Support Web 

Portal      

Awareness & Education     

ATC 8, 

ATC 13, 

ATC 57, ATC 

64 , ATC 77, 

ATC 82

ATC 31

ATC 13, 

ATC 64, 

ATC 82
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No known activity

Not AFSEC member-passive IEC 

affiliate 

NOT AFSEC member –IEC 

affiliate/member

Active AFSEC member – limited 

international participation

NEC active in IEC and AFSEC

11 AFSEC  members 

Electrotechnical standardization-Africa 2013
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Electrotechnical Standardization –Africa 2017

Key
Active membership  AFSEC & IEC

Active membership of AFSEC; not 

IEC member

NOT AFSEC member/Active in IEC 

or IEC affiliate programme

No activity in AFSEC or not AFSEC 

member, dormant IEC affiliate

Not AFSEC member/not 

participating in any IEC 

15 AFSEC members
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Operational activities include 

� Technical committees, mirroring the work of specific IEC technical committees, 

which identify appropriate standards for common adoption

� Development of guides on the application of standards

� A conformity assessment committee, with a focus on

- Facilitating capacity building in the application of certification systems 

for electrotechnical products in collaboration with IEC

- Database of electrotechnical test facilities in Africa

� Notable events include: 

- The first Africa Smart Grid Forum May 2014 - Abidjan

- The second Africa Smart Grid Forum 2016 - March 2016 –Cairo

THIRD AFRICA SMART GRID FORUM 4-6 SEPTEMBER 2018 –KIGALI, RWANDA
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Focus Areas of AFSEC

• AFSEC identifies existing standards and prioritizes standards needs,

and harmonizes existing standards through either the adoption of

international standards; or where necessary their adaptation to African

conditions.

• Common standards and conformity regimes in the electrotechnical

area have a multiplier effect especially in electricity generation and

transmission (power pools and common manufacturing facilities) and

trading in electrical systems, and in support of universal access to

electricity
16
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Synergy among NECs in Africa

• Although some 39 African countries are in the IEC affiliate country

programme, many have yet to adopt any IEC standards as national

reference standards

• Among the remaining + 8 members/associate members of IEC,

each country adopts standards according to national interests, but

with no coordination of needs for regional integration. AFSEC is set

to fill that role
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• Meaningful influence of any one African country on IEC
standards will be minimal (one country/one vote)

• Collective cooperation among IEC members and IEC affiliates in
Africa could increase the African influence on IEC standards

• AFSEC provides the framework for that to happen

Collaboration to influence IEC 

international standards
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Expectations and aspirations

AFSEC will continue to solicit support for the following actions:-

1. In conjunction with partners, adopt/adapt/develop and harmonize 

electrotechnical standards appropriate for Africa : collaboration/ avoid 

duplication of activities  : 

2. Analyze the potential needs and gaps for harmonization of 

electrotechnical standards that can support key priority activities in Africa.

3. Establish linkages with research institutions to foster cooperation 

between standardization, research and innovation and indigenous knowledge 

in order to develop products suited to the African conditions.

4. Increased stakeholder awareness and effective representation on 

National Electrotechnical Committees 

5. Support for development of regulations based on/referencing 

standards approved by AFSEC and for these to be promulgated by the 

relevant structures of the AU in support of the CFTA
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Mou AFSEC –CIGRE : key points

• To achieve and promote standardization, based on the results 

of applied research that is appropriate for African conditions;

• To undertake capacity development and training on emerging 

technologies and technical standards, including but not 

limited to, undertaking joint activities in capacity building and 

training in the field of research and standardisation;

• To cooperate in increasing the level of African expertise in 

applied research and standardization.

• To cooperate in elaborating or harmonizing standards in 

Africa based on  international research and  standards, where 

appropriate through the participation in joint working groups
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In conclusion

Electrotechnical infrastructure  development  in Africa is an exciting reality 

• Power pool integration/cross border trade of power

• Multi-country megaprojects

• Pan-African power grid

• Smart –grid evolution

• Universal access to electricity/ modern energy systems in Africa/ appropriate 

appliances for African consumers

• Improved quality of electrical equipment, materials and appliances

It requires a standardization framework for stakeholders to reach agreement on 

the standards to be used, and improved conformity assessment. 

AFSEC has been established for this purpose as an organ of the African Union.

For AFSEC to be effective it requires increased membership and active 

participation of stakeholders/ collaboration with other institutions

Establishing the MoU between CIGRE and AFSEC is a significant step 
towards increasing the effectiveness of AFSEC



QUALITY FOR AFRICA African proverb

If you want to go fast, go alone

If you want to go far, go together

secretariat@afsec-africa.org

www.afsec-africa.org


